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Abstract 
We study the problems of the maximum numbers of unit distances, largest distances and smallest distances 
among ~ points in a two-dimensional normed space. We determine the exact maximum numbers of smallest and 
largest distances for each normed space, the maximum number of unit distances for each normed space in which 
the unit sphere is not strictly convex, and show that the best known upper bound for the euclidean case applies 
also for each normed space with strictly convex unit sphere, thereby partially answering a question of Erd6s 
and Ulam. The results on smallest distances give also the exact maximum number of touching pairs among ~ 
translates of a convex set in the plane, thereby generalizing the results on the translative kissing number by 
Hadwiger and Grtinbaum. 
Dedicated to Professor Dr. H.-J. Kanold on the occasion of his eightieth birthday 
1. In t roduct ion  
The history of distance counting problems in combinatorial geometry began with the 1946 paper [4] 
of Erd6s, in which he gave bounds for the minimum number of distinct distances and the maximum 
number of unit distances determined by n points in the plane. Since then a variety of distances (unit, 
smallest, largest, jth smallest and jth largest) have been studied in a variety of situations (general 
position, convex position) as well as in higher dimensions. In each of these results only the case of 
euclidean spaces was considered. In 1984 Erd6s [5] wrote: 
"Ulam recently asked me the following question: Let z l , . . . ,  zn be n points in the plane. Does one 
get interesting combinatorial and geometric questions if one modifies the metric and asks how often 
we can have d(z~, zj) = 1? For example, he asked: What if we define the distance of two points as 
the sum of the absolute values of the differences of their coordinates? In this case I proved that if 
r~ > 4, ,~ =- 0(mod4), then the maximum number of unit distances is (/l, 2 -~- n)/4. I hope to return to 
these questions later." 
The only further results for more general metrics in the plane were on the number of point- 
pseudocircle incidences in [2] and on the chromatic number of the unit distance graph in arbitrary 
two-dimensional normed spaces in [3]. 
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2. Results 
We denote by A(II[I) for each norm I111 on R 2 the length (in the metric induced by this norm) of 
the longest line-segment contained in the boundary of the unit disk {z I Ilzll ~< 1 }. 
Lemma 1. 0 ~< A(ll'lf) ~< 2 holds for each norm I111 on R 2, with ~(1111) = 0 iff the norm is" strictly 
convex and A(II.II) = 2 iff the unit disk is a parallelogram. 
Let ~1111 (n) denote the maximum number of occurrences of the unit distance in a set of n points in 
the normed space (R 2, I1"11). Previous results for the euclidean case were obtained by Erd6s [4], J6zsa 
and Szemer6di [12], Beck and Spencer [1], Spencer et al. [15] and Clarkson et al. [2], culminating in 
Cl nl+c2/l°gl°g(n) ~ "/Zeucl(n) ~ C3 n4/3, 
the lower bound from [4], the upper bound from [15] as well as [2]. We prove Theorem 1. 
Theorem 1. For n >/ 11 we have 
Cln iogn <~ ull.ll(r~) ~< ezn 4/3 
Ul l . l l (n)  = L#J 
~ll.ll(~) = L~--~j 
i f  a(ll.ll) = 0, 
ifo < A(II.II) 4 1, 
/ f l  < a(ll.ll) ~< 2. 
Furthermore we show that the exact values of Ueucl(n) which were determined by Schade [14] for 
n ~< 14 give lower bounds for each Ull.ii (n). 
Let llkll (n) denote the maximum number of occurrences of the largest distance in a set of 'n points 
in the normed space (R 2, [[. [1). For the euclidean case it is well known that/eucl(n) = n. This appears 
first explicitely in [4] where Erd6s ascribes it to Hopf and Pannwitz [11] and Sutherland [16]. We 
prove Theorem 2. 
Theorem 2. 
z l , . , , (~)  = ~ i f ,x ( l l . l l )  = 0,  
zu.li(~) = L~J /7o < a(ll.ll) -4< 1, 
lu.~r(~) = [#J + l ¢ 1 < A(II'II) < 2, 
lll.ll(r~) = L#J + 2 if a(l l . l l )= 2. 
Let slL.ii (n) denote the maximum number of occurrences of the smallest distance in a set of n points in 
the normed space (R 2, I1"[[). For the euclidean case Harborth [10] proved Seucl(n) = [3n-  v/12~z - 3], 
thereby proving a conjecture of Reutter [13]. We prove Theorem 3. 
Theorem 3. 
~lf.lf(~,) = L3~- ~ J  
SU.ll(n ) = L4~-  v '28r~-  12J 
i f~(l l l l )  < 2, 
if A(II-II) = 2. 
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Given a packing of translates of a convex set K we can replace each translate v + K by v + (K + 
( -K ) ) /2  and turn it thereby in a packing of translates of a centrally symmetric set with the same 
adjacency structure. Then we can interpret (K + ( -K ) ) /2  as the unit disk of a norm, apply Theorem 3 
and obtain the corollary. 
Corollary. The maximum number of  touching pairs in a packing of  n translates of  the convex set 
K C IR 2 is [3n , -  ~-3 J ,  i fK  is" not a parallelogram, and [4nJ-  v/28'~- 12J, i f 'K  is" a 
parallelogram. 
This generalizes the results on the translative kissing number by Hadwiger [8] and Grtinbaum [7]. 
3. Proof of Theorems 1 and 2 
In the case of a strictly convex norm (A(II-I]) = 0), the upper bound of Theorem 1 (for the lower 
bound see Section 4) follows from the work of Clarkson et al. [2], in which it was already remarked 
that the upper bound of O(n2/3m2/3) for the number of incidences between points and m unit circles 
also holds for any system of points and pseudocircles with the properties that any two pseudocircles 
intersect in at most two points and that any pair of points has at most two pseudocircles incident to 
both of them. In the case of unit circles whose centers are these points, these conditions coincide and 
we have to show only that any two unit circles intersect at most twice. We have the following stronger 
property of the graph of unit distances. 
Lemma 2. Suppose two points P, Q have k >~ 3 common neighbours Rl  , . . . , t~  at distance one. 
Then A(II.II ) > 0 and there are three parallel lines 91, 92, 93, with 92 having distance one to .qi and 
g3, such that if d( P, Q ) < 2 then P, Q c 92 and _Rt , . . . , t~k c 91 U93 and if d( P, Q ) = 2 then P ~ gl, 
Q E 93 and R l , . . . ,R lc  E92. 
Fig. 1 illustrates both possibilities. This proves the upper bound of Theorem 1 in the case of a 
strictly convex norm. 
We call a system of parallel lines each having distance one to both of its neighbours a unit parallel 
system. We denote by A the length of the longest line-segment contained in the boundary of the 
unit-disk which is parallel to the unit parallel system. So A ~< A(]].]]), and there is always at least 
one parallel system for which A = ~'(II'LL) Furthermore, let h(n) be defined by h(4) = 6, h(5) = 8, 
gL g2 | z,;zz~ g3 gl / 9~ 
Fig. 1. 
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h(n) = [(n 2 -n+ 13)/4] for 6 ~< n ~< 15 and h(n) = [(n 2 -n+9) /41  for n ~> 16. Key to the proof 
of Theorem 1 in the case ,x([[.ll) > 0 are the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 3. The maximum number of unit distances possible in a set of n >~ 4 points that is covered 
by a unit parallel system is 
L¼(  2 + n)J 
k¼(  2 + +1 
if O < A < 1, or if A = 1 and n ~ 6, 
if l < A < 2, or if A = 1 and n = 4,5, or if A = 2 and n >~ l l, and 
if A = 2 and 4 <~ n <, 10. 
Lemma 4. Each set of n points with at least h(n) unit distances between them can be covered by a 
unit parallel system. 
Theorem 1 now follows from Lemmas 3 and 4. We remark that there is always a set of n points 
with h(n) - 1 unit distances which cannot be covered by a unit parallel system. [] 
To prove the upper bound of Theorem 2 in the case of a strictly convex norm (A([[.I]) = 0) we 
observe that in this case any two largest distances have a common point. For if we have two largest 
distances AB,  CD without a common endpoint, then ABCD must be a convex quadrilateral. If we 
assume AB and CD to be a pair of opposite sides, then the diagonals AC and BD intersect in a 
point X with 
IIA- BII + IIC'- Dll < (IIA- Xll + IIX - BII) + ( l lC- Xll + IIX - DH) 
= [[A - e l l  + lIB - DII, 
so min( l lA  - BII, IIC - DII) < max( l lA  - VII, lIB - DII), contrary to the assumption of  AB, CD 
being largest distances. 
It is an Erd6s folklore theorem that any such system of segments between n endpoints with the 
property that any two segments have a common point contains at most n segments. For if one deletes 
all endpoints with only one incident segment and if there were a point P with three neighbours left, 
then there is a neighbour XI such that the other neighbours X2, X3 are in different halfplanes bounded 
by the line PXI .  But the other segment X IQ  incident to Xl lies in one halfplane only, so it cannot 
intersect both PX2 and PX3.  
To construct a set- of n >/ 3 points with n occurences of the largest distance, we start with three 
points Pl, P2, P3 at pairwise distance one. Then we can add any further points of the circle with center 
pl and radius 1 which lie on the arc between p2 and P3; this does not increase the diameter, but each 
point gives another unit distance to pl. 
This proves Theorem 2 in the case of a strictly convex norm. For A(]]-H) > 0, Theorem 2 is obtained 
by combining Lemma 4 with the following lemma. 
Lemma 5. The maximum number of unit distances possible in a set of n >/4 points with diameter 1 
which is covered by a unit parallel system is 
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i fo  < A 1, 
k¼n2J+l and 
L¼n2j +2 if A= 2. [] 
Proof  of Lemma 1. It follows directly from the definition of A(I I. II) and from the triangle inequality 
that 0 ~< : (1111) 2. 
Whenever the unit circle contains three points of a straight line, then it contains the whole line- 
segment spanned by them, for if [Ix[I = Ilyl] = II ~-x + (1 - "r)yll = 1, "r ¢ ]0, 1[, then we have 
1 -X  ~- -~ 1 -A  ~- -A_ I__  
l II x + -  )yll = l - - -T (  + - - 1 - x >_. 1 - T 1 - T 
for A E [0, T], and 
1 /> I lAx+(1-A)y l l  = ~(Tx+( l -q - )y )  
for X e ['r, 1]. 
l - ' ry . r  /> 7-A A-'rT_ - 1 
It is a well-known fact that a norm is strictly convex if and only if the boundary of the unit ball 
does not contain a line segment. For if it contains the line segment ab, then ][a + bll = 2tta/2 + b/21l = 
2 = Ilal] + Nbl], and conversely if Ila + bll = [[all + Ilbll, then the line Aa/lla]l + (1 - A)b/IIbII 
intersects the unit circle at least for A = 0, A = 1 and A = I la l l / l la + bll, therefore the intersection is 
a line-segment. 
To prove the second claim, suppose there are points a, b with IIAa + (1 - A)b]] = I for A E [0, 1] 
and with IIa - bl[ = 2. Then the unit circle contains the line segments ab, ( -b ) ( -a )  and, since a, 
(a - b)/2 and -b  are collinear, also the line segments a(-b)  and ( -a )b ;  it is therefore a parallelogram 
with vertices a, b, -a ,  -b. [] 
Proof  o f  Lemma 2. By assumption we have NRi - PII = 1 and II (Ri + (P -  Q)) - Pll = 11Ri - Q [[ = 1 
(i = 1 , . . . ,  k). We consider the system of parallel lines Ri + t (P  - Q). Each of these lines has at least 
two common points with the unit circle around P which have distance liP - QII. 
(a) If these parallel lines are distinct we may assume that R1 + t (P  - Q) and R2 + t (P  - Q) are 
the two outermost lines. By convexity, the parallelogram RI, RI -I- (P  - Q), R2 -/- (P  - Q), /~2 
is contained in the unit disk around P. Each line Ri + t (P  - Q) intersects this parallelogram as 
well as the unit disk in a segment of length l IP - Qll .  Since there is at least one further line, the 
segments RIR2 and (RI + (P  - Q))(R2 + (P  - Q)) must be part of the boundary of this unit 
disk. In this case all points Ri (i = 1 , . . . ,  k) lie on a line which has distance 1 to P and to Q, 
and lIP - Q]] = 2. 
(b) If two of these lines coincide, which we may assume to be RI + t (P  - Q) and R2 + t (P  - Q), 
R2 = Rl + e(P - Q), e > 0, then this common line intersects the unit circle around P in at 
least three points. Therefore the line segment Rl (R1 + (1 + e) (P  - Q)) and by central symmetry 
also the line segment (2P - R I ) (2P  - Rl - (1 + e)(P - Q)) are part of the boundary of the unit 
disk around P.  By convexity the parallelogram determined by these segments is contained in the 
unit disk. So each line parallel to these segments and between them intersects the unit disk in 
a segment of length at least (1 + e)NP - QH. Thus all remaining lines R~ + t(P  - Q) have to 
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coincide with either RI + t (P  - Q) or (2P - ]~1) -]- t ( / )  - 0 ) .  These lines have distance one to 
their middle parallel P + t (P  - Q), and we have HP - QI] ~< 2(1 + e) - l  . 
This proves Lemma 2. [] 
Proof  of Lemma 3. For each point P of a set covered by a unit parallel system all neighbours at 
distance one to P lie either on the same parallel (vertical neighbours: at most one above and one 
below P) or on the next parallel on both sides (horizontal neighbours: in those line segments of length 
in which the unit circle with center P touches the neighbouring parallels). 
The claimed numbers of unit distances can be reached by the following constructions. For A > 0 
there is a pair of line segments of length A/2 on neighbouring parallels such that each point on one 
segment has distance one to each point on the other segment. For ,~ > 1 there is a triple of two line 
segments on one parallel and one line segment on a neighbouring parallel, all of length (A - !)//2, 
such that each point on one of the two segments has distance one to one point on the other and all 
points of the third segment. All extremal sets for A = 2 and n ~< 10 are listed in Fig. 2 (by affine 
invariance we may assume that the unit circle is a square). 
The proof of the upper bound is by induction on n. The upper bound holds for n = 4,5 and .~ < 1, 
since unit distance triangles can occur in a set covered by a unit parallel system only if A ~> 1 (in fact 
for A < 1 the lemma directly follows from Turan's theorem). The upper bound holds for n = 4, 5 and 
1 < A < 2 since four points at pairwise unit distance can occur only if A = 2, and the graph KI,2,2 
(the unique five-vertex eight-edge K4-free graph) is realizable with unit distances also on!y if A = 2. 
The upper bound can be checked for A = 1 and n = 6, 7 (in a unit^parallel system with A = 1, each 
point belongs to at most one triangle on each side) as well as for A = 2 and n ~< 12 (using that the 
unit circle can be assumed to be a square). 
Fig. 2. 
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Consider now a set with maximum number of unit distances. If the set contains two points with 
distance larger than two, these points have no common neighbours in the graph of unit distances, so 
deleting both decreases the number of unit distances by at most n - 2. By induction the set contains 
at most 
[ l (n -  2)2J + (n -  2 )= ~-14n2 j --  1 < L¼n2J 
or at most 
[ l ( (n -  2) 2 + (n -  2))J + (n -  2)= [l(n2 + rz -  2)J - 1 < [l(n2 +n)J 
unit distances and is therefore not extremal. So we may assume that the set is covered by three 
consecutive parallels. 
Each parallel that contains a point at all contains at least one point (the lowermost) which has 
at most one vertical neighbour. If the middle parallel contains at least [n/21 + 1 points, then the 
lowermost point of this parallel has degree at most Ln/2J and the lemma follows by induction since 
L¼n=J = 1)=J + L½ J and L¼(  = +,Oj L l ( (n -  1)= + 1))j + L½nJ. 
Again, if the outer parallels together contain at least Fn/2] + 1 points then the lowermost point of one 
outer parallel has degree at most Ln/2J and the lemma follows by induction. 
In the same way, if the middle parallel contains In/21 points and one of them has no vertical 
neighbour, or if the outer parallels together contain [n/2] points and one of them has no vertical 
neighbour, this point has degree at most [n/2J and the lemma follows by induction. 
So we may assume that either the middle parallel contains [n/21 points, each of them having at 
least one vertical neighbour, and the outer parallels contain together [n/2J points, or vice versa. 
If there is a point with two vertical neighbours P, Q (liP - QII = 2) then P and Q have at most 
one common neighbour on each parallel, so at most three. But more than one common neighbour is 
possible only for ~ = 2. Since the parallels neighbouring PQ contain together at most In/21 points, 
there are at least Ln/2j - 1 points that are neighbouring neither P nor Q. Therefore P or Q has degree 
at most L[n/2]/2] + 1 in case ~ < 2 and at most L[r~/2]/2J + 2 in case ~ = 2. In each case for 
n ) 6 the lemma follows by induction. 
So we may assume that each point has at most one vertical neighbour. This implies that [n/2] is 
even.  
If a parallel contains at least three points and each of the points has a vertical neighbour, then this 
parallel contains two points with distance t > 1. The line segments of length A, in which the unit 
circles around these two points touch the neighbouring parallels, intersect on each parallel in a segment 
of length ~ - t. Therefore in case ~ ~< 1 these two points have no common neighbour; deleting them 
both loses at most n - 2 unit distances, so the set was not extremal. This proves the lemma for k ~< 1. 
Suppose now 1 < ~ ~< 2, there is a parallel with at least three points on which each point has a 
vertical neighbour, and there is a point on a neighbouring parallel that also has a vertical neighbour. 
Then there are two points P and Q on neighbouring parallels which have distance greater than one. 
These two points have at most two common neighbours, one on each parallel, so removing both we 
lose at most n unit distances. For [n/21 even and n ~> 5 this implies the lemma. 
It remains that either the middle parallel contains [n/21 points, each of them having exactly one 
vertical neighbour, and the outer parallels contain together Ln/2J points, each having no vertical 
neighbour, or vice versa. In this case the maximum number of unit distances possible is L(n 2 + n)/4J .  
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This completes the proof of the lemma. [] 
Proof  of Lemma 4. The proof is by induction on n. The lemma certainly holds for n = 4, 5, 6; in 
these cases equality is only possible if A(II.II) = 2 and only in the configurations shown in the first 
three cases of Fig. 2. 
Let now a set S of n points with at least h(n) unit distances be given. If there is a point p E S 
such that ,9 \p  contains at least h(n - 1) unit distances, then S \p  is covered by a unit parallel system 
by the inductive assumption. For ,r~ ~ {7, 10, 14} and S containing at least h(n) unit distances and for 
n E {7, 10, 14} and 5' containing at least h(n) + 1 unit distances, any point of at most average degree 
in the graph of unit distances has this property. The exceptional cases of sets with 7, 10 or 14 points 
and 14, 26 or 49 unit distances, respectively, will be handled at the end. 
Suppose 5: is not covered by this unit parallel system, so p lies between two parallels 9'1 and 92. 
The unit circle with center p intersects each 9i in exactly two points, so p has at most four neighbours 
in S \ p at unit distance. 
If ~ ~< 1 then S \ p contains by Lemma 3 at most L(r~ - 1)2/4J unit distances, so S contains at 
most L(• - 1)2/4] + 4 < h(n) (for n ) 6) unit distances, contrary to the assumption of the lemma. 
If ~ > 1, the same argument excludes points of degree two or less for n ~> 6. 
If there is another point p' also of at most average degree then each S \p  and 5: \p '  can be covered 
by a unit parallel system, but not both by the same one. Thus S \ {p, p,} is contained in the intersection 
of two unit parallel systems. This is a lattice, in which two points have distance larger than one at 
least if they are separated by a parallel. The points p and p' lie on parallels between lattice points 
and have at most four neighbours. For n ~< 1 1 it can be checked that none of these point sets reaches 
h('r~) unit distances; for n ~> 12 this is impossible due to the bound of Lemma 3 for the number of 
unit distances in S \ {p,p'}. 
So we may assume that ~ > I, p has degree three or four, and p is the only point with at most 
average degree. In this case p has two neighbours on the same parallel, which we may assume to 
be .ql. Let q and r be the uppermost and the lowermost point on 91. Then IIq - rll ) A > 1 since 
the line segment in which 91 intersects the unit disk around p has length at least ~ (Fig. 3). So q 
and r each have at most one vertical neighbour, possibly p as a common neighbour and at most 
two further common neighbours on the parallels on both sides of 91- Since q and r are points of 
degree at least L2h(r~)/n] + 1 ) n/2, the two parallels on both sides of 91 contain together at least 
2L2h(r~)/n j - 4 >~ r~ - 6 points. For n ~> 7 among these points there is one which has at most one 
vertical neighbour, which is not neighbour of p and which is not a common neighbour of q and r. This 
point has degree at most n - 2LZh(n)/n j + 3 ~< 5, but it is a point of degree at least L2h(,r~)/nJ + I. 
This is a contradiction for all n >~ 7. 
Suppose 5' is a set of seven points with fourteen unit distances. If the minimum degree in the graph 
of unit distances is three, then the set is an extension of a set of six points with eleven unit distances. 
This is possible only if A = 2, in which case all extremal configurations are shown in the third case 
of Fig. 2. Any such extension of one of the four extremal configurations of six points can be covered 
by a unit parallel system. 
If the minimum degree is four, the graph is four-regular. There are only two non-isomorphic seven- 
vertex four-regular graphs. The first graph of Fig. 4 contains a K3,4 and can be seen by repeated 
application of Lemma 2 to be covered by a unit parallel system. This configuration is realizable as a 
unit distance graph if .~ > 1. 
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Fig. 3. Fig. 4. 
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To show that the second graph of Fig. 4 is unrealizable as unit distance graph for any norm, we use 
the fact that the symmetry group is transitive on the complement of the graph and study two cases: 
(1) There is a pair of points with distance two. We may assume lie - dll = 2. By Lemma 2 there are 
three consecutive lines 91, g2, 93 of a unit parallel system such that a E 91, d E 93 and b, c, f E 92. 
Since e has distance one to d and to c, f ,  it must lie in the closed parallel strip bounded by 92 
and 93. Suppose it lies properly between 92 and 93. Then c and f have as common neighbours d
and e; this is possible only if )~ = 2 and IIc - f]l --- 2. But e has also distance one to d; this is 
possible only if e E 92, contradicting the assumption. By symmetry the same argument holds also 
for 9 and the parallel strip bounded by 91 and g2. So e E 92 U 93 and 9 E 91 U 92, and since e and 
9 have distance one, at least one of them, we may assume e, lies on 92. Then 92 contains a path 
bcef of length three, contradicting lib - fll ~< lib - all + Na - fll = 2. 
(2) There is no pair of points with distance two. By Lemma 2 there are consecutive parallels 91, 92, 
93 of a unit parallel system such that a, d E 92 and their common neighbours b, c, f E 91 U 93. 
Since any two of the points b, c, f have distance smaller than two, they lie on the same parallel, 
and we may assume b, c, f E 91. If 91 contains additionally either e or 9, it again contains a path 
of length three, which implies a distance three, which is impossible since any two points have a 
common neighbour at distance one. The same argument excludes that e, 9 both lie on 92. So at 
least one of them, we may assume e, lies properly between 91 and 92. The same argument as in 
the first case gives a contradiction. 
So the second graph cannot occur as unit distance graph, and Lemma 4 holds for each set of seven 
points with fourteen unit distances. 
Suppose now that S is a set of ten points with 26 unit distances. Since a set of nine points contains 
at most 23 unit distances, the minimum degree in the graph of unit distances is at least three. If there 
is a point of degree three, then S is an extension of one of the two possible configurations of nine 
points with 23 unit distances (Fig. 2). Any such set can be covered by a unit parallel system. 
If there is a point p of degree four, then S \ p can be covered by a unit parallel system. If S 
is not covered by the same system then p lies between two consecutive parallels 91 and 92, with 
two neighbours on each parallel. As shown before we may assume that p is the only point with the 
property that S \ p can be covered by a unit parallel system, so all other points have degree at least 
five. Let qi and ri be the uppermost and lowermost points on 9i (i = 1,2), and let 90 and 93 be the 
parallels preceeding 91 and following 92, respectively. Since there are only nine points in S \ p, we 
may assume that 9o U 92 contains at most four points. If IS fq 901 = 0 then q~,rl have each at least 
three neighbours on 92, at most one of them in common, which gives at least five points on 92, a 
contradiction. If IS A 901 = 1 then 91 contains at least five points, at least two of them have at most 
one vertical neighbour and are not neighbours of p, so each of them has at least three neighbours 
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on 92. Since q2 and r2 have at most one common neighbour on 9t, this implies at least four points 
on 92, again a contradiction. If IS n 9o[ -- 2 then 91 contains again at least five points, since ql 
and rl have at most one common neighbour on 9o. Again there are two points on 9z with at most 
one vertical neighbour each, and which are not neighbours of p, so each of them has at least two 
neighbours on g2. Since q2 and r2 have at most one common neighbour on 91, this implies at least 
three points on g2, again a contradiction. Since IS N g21 /> 2 this completes the case of minimum 
degree four. 
So we may assume that the minimum degree is five. We consider several cases. 
(1) There are three points of degree five at pairwise distance one. 
Removing those points leaves seven points with fourteen unit distances which is covered by a unit 
parallel system by the inductive assumption. Let T be the largest subset of S that is covered by 
the same parallel system (7 ~< ITI ~< 10). We may assume that ITI ~< 9. 
(1.1) If ITI = 9 then the missing point has five neighbours at unit distance in S, so it is also 
covered by the same parallel system. 
(1.2) If IT I = 8 then there are two neighbouring points Pl and P2, each of degree five in S, 
missing. 
Suppose Pl and P2 lie in different parallel strips. In that case we may assume that 91, 92, 93 
are consecutive parallels such that pi lies between gi and gi+l and has two neighbours on 
each of them. Since S has diameter at most two we have T C 91 t3 g2 I.j g3. Let q denote a 
neighbour ofp l  on 91. q has four neighbours in 91 Ug2, and there are two further neighbours 
ofp l  that are not neighbours ofq.  So we have ]TN(911.-Jg2)l /> 7, together with ITfq921 >>, 2, 
a contradiction. 
Suppose Pl and P2 both lie between the consecutive parallels 91 and 92. By the construction 
of T we may assume that Pl and p2 have at least one common neighbour z, which lies on 
91 or if2. For ~ --- 2 it is impossible for an equilateral triangle plpzz to lie in this way in 
a parallel strip of width smaller than one; so we may assume A < 2. Let qi and ri be the 
uppermost and lowermost points on gi. Then [[qi -- ri[[ > ~, so qi and ri have no common 
neighbours apart from possibly Pl and P2. This gives at least four points on 91 and on 92- 
Exactly four points on each gi are possible only if ql neighbours q2, but this implies four 
points ql, q2, Pl, P2 at pairwise unit distance, which is impossible for  (llll) # 2. 
(1.3) If IT I = 7 then T contains fourteen unit distances. T cannot contain a complete bipartite 
graph K3,4, since in this case Lemma 2 would force any two points on consecutive parallels 
to have distance one; but this does not hold for two neighbours of a point from S \ T. By 
a previous result it then cannot be four-regular, so it must be an extension of one of the 
known sets of six points with eleven unit distances by a point of degree three. In this case 
we have ~ = 2. The points from S \ T = {Pl,P2,P3} form an equilateral triangle, so they 
cannot all lie between the same two consecutive parallels. We may assume that 91, !]2, 93 
are three consecutive parallels such that Pl lies between 91 and 92 and P2, P3 lie between 92 
and 93. Pl has a neighbour q on 91 which has four neighbours in 91 U g2. Furthermore there 
is a neighbour  of p~ on 92 that is not neighbour of q. So we have IT A (9~ u 92)1 ~> 6, 
which implies that there is exactly one point z on 93. This point z must then be a common 
neighbour of p2 and P3, which is impossible, since for .X = 2 an equilateral triangle plpzz  
cannot lie in a parallel strip of width smaller than one. 
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(2) Among any three points at pairwise distance one there is a point of degree at least six. 
(2.1) If the maximum degree is seven, we remove the unique point of degree seven and obtain 
a graph of nine points, nineteen edges, with seven points of degree four and two points of 
degree five and which does not contain a /(3. If this graph were bipartite, it had to be a 
/(4,5 - e, but that contains a point of degree three; so the graph is not bipartite. 
(2.2) If the maximum degree is six, we remove both points of degree six and obtain a graph 
of eight points, fourteen or fifteen edges, with minimum degree three and which does not 
contain a/(3- If this graph were bipartite, it had to be a/£4,4 - 2e, which can be covered 
by a unit parallel system by Lemma 2, but in this case it is impossible to add a point with 
more than four neighbours at unit distance; so the graph is not bipartite. 
In each case it is easy to see, looking at the smallest odd circle (which must be a C5 or C7) that 
such a graph does not exist. 
This completes the proof in case of ten point with 26 unit distances. 
Suppose finally 5' is a set of fourteen points with 49 unit distances. Depending on the graph of unit 
distances we distinguish three cases. 
(1) The minimum degree is at most six. 
Since a set of 13 points contains at most 45 unit distances, the minimum degree must be at least 
four. If p is a point of degree at most six then 5' \ p is covered by a unit parallel system by the 
inductive assumption. If 5" is not covered by the same parallel system then p has degree exactly 
four. Since a set of twelve points contains at most 39 unit distances, there is at most one point 
of degree four. So we may assume that p lies between parallels 91 and 92, with two neighbours 
on each, and all points apart from p have degree at least seven. Let qi and ri be the uppermost 
and lowermost point, respectively, on 9i. Then qi and ri have each at most one vertical neighbour, 
possibly p as a common neighbour, and at most two common neighbours on the parallels on both 
sides of gi. So the parallels on both sides of 9i contain together at least eight points. This gives a 
total of at least seventeen points in 5", a contradiction. 
(2) The graph is seven-regular nd bipartite. 
By repeated application of Lemma 2 the claim follows. 
(3) The graph is seven-regular nd not bipartite. 
By Turan's theorem the graph contains three points {Pl,P2,P3} at pairwise distance one. 5' \ 
{Pl,P2,P3} is a set of eleven points, 32 unit distances, which can be covered by a unit parallel 
system by the inductive assumption. Pi has degree at least five in 5' \ {Pi+l , . . . ,  P3}, which forces 
it to lie on the same unit parallel system, so 5" is also covered by the same parallel system. 
This concludes the proof of Lemma 4. [] 
Proof of Lemma 5. Since the set S of n points has diameter one, it lies on two consecutive parallels 
gJ, g2 of the unit parallel system. S N 9i has diameter at most one, so it contains at most one unit 
distance. Together with at most Ln2/4J unit distances between gl and 92 (possible only if each gi 
contains In~21 or [n/2~ points, and each point on 91 has distance one to each point on 92) this gives 
an upper bound of [n2/41 + 2. If this upper bound is reached, we have four points at pairwise distance 
one, which is possible only for ~ = 2. If we have [n2/4J + 1 unit distances, we have two points on 
one parallel which have distance one and which have for n >~ 4 two common neighbours on the other 
parallel, which is possible only for ~ > 1. So for ~ > 0 it is always possible to reach at least the 
claimed number of unit distances in a pointset of diameter one. [] 
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4. Construction of sets with many unit distances 
If S, T C I~ 2 a re  two sets of s and t points with us and ut unit distances, respectively, and if the 
Minkowski sum S+Tis  direct ( s l+t l  ¢ s2+t2 for (sl,tl) ~ (s2,t2)) then S+Tis  a set of st points 
with at least sut + tUs unit distances (there may of course occur additional unit distances, which are 
not caused by this construction). The corresponding operation on the graphs is the cartesian product. 
This gives rise to a class of general constructions: If the unit distance graph Gs has a sufficiently big 
realization space (ensured in the euclidean case by rotations) such that we can select any number of 
realizations Sl, $2,  • • • for which the Minkowski sum SL + '--q'2-t-"""-'1-'--q'k is direct, then we obtain in this 
way arbitrarily large sets with many unit distances. The simplest special case is the projected hypercube 
construction, which starts with Gs a single edge (so it takes the Minkowski sum of unit vectors) and 
gives sets of 2 k points with k2 k-l unit distances. This is possible in any normed space. More unit 
distances can be obtained by taking larger starting sets (e.g., triangles), but since any construction 
based on direct Minkowski sums from a finite set of starting configurations gives numbers of unit 
distances f(n) that obey the functional inequality 
f(n) <~ max (af(b) + bf(a)) 
ab=n 
a,b>~2 
for all constructible n ~> no (we count of course only those unit distances that are caused by this 
construction, i.e., that correspond to a unit distance in one of the starting configurations), any such 
construction will give only f(n) <, cn log n unit distances. 
Furthermore, at least in the case of the projected hypercube construction, it is not possible to 
improve the construction by selecting 'good' subsets from larger sets obtained by the construction, 
since Graham [6] proved that any n vertex subgraph of an arbitrarily large cube graph contains at 
most ½n log 2 n edges. 
There is an improvement possible by taking sums that are not direct. If in the sum S + T there are k 
pairs of points falling together, then S + T is a set of s t -  k points with at least sut + t%-  2k -  uN.ii (k) 
unit distances. To prove this lower bound, we note that the unit distance graph GS+T is obtained from 
the cartesian product Gs x GT by identifying k pairs of vertices and reducing the resulting double 
edges. We may classify the double edges according to whether only one endpoint is identified (so 
they share an endpoint in Gs x GT) or both endpoints are identified. Since Gs x GT as a cartesian 
product of K2,3-free graphs is Kz,3-free, there are at most 2k double edges of the first kind, and since 
the double edges of the second kind form a unit distance graph on the k double points, there are at 
most ull.ii (k) double edges of the second kind. This proves the claimed lower bound on the number 
of distances. 
If S is a set of integral inear combinations of a fixed set of unit vectors, v is a unit vector and the 
sum S + {0, v} is not direct, then S + {0, v} is again a set of integral inear combinations of the same 
unit vectors. This suggests that this class of sets deserves pecial study. 
The sets found by Schade [14] for the euclidean case can be interpreted in this way. Take four unit 
vectors  e l ,  e2, e3, e4 with lie1 + e4[[ = lie2 + e3ll -= [lel + e2 - e3 - e4l] = 1; such vectors  exist  for  
each norm. Taking all 16 subset sums of {el,e2,e3,e4} gives a set /~16 of 16 points with 41 unit 
distances. Leaving out a point of degree four, e.g., e2 + e4, we get a set Rl5 of 15 points with 37 unit 
distances. Both are conjectured to be extremal and unique up to graph isomorphism. There are two sets 
/~14,1 :---~ [~16 \ {e2 q- e4, el -1- e3 } and R14,2 :=  [~16 \ {el -t- e3, el + e3 n t- e4} which Schade proved to be 
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extremal (always in the euclidean case) and conjectured tobe the only ones (up to graph isomorphism). 
For up to 13 points Schade determined all extremal sets, they are Rl3 :=/~14,2 \ {e3} (unique), Rj2 := 
/:~13\{e3 +e4} (unique), Rll,l := Rl2\{el}, RII,2 := Rl3\{el ,e l  +e2+e3}, Rio := -/~11,2 \{e3 +e4} 
(unique), R9 := RIO \ {el+ e2 } (unique). For up to eight points there is always a subset of the triangular 
lattice that is extremal. A complete list of extremal sets is R8,1 := {0, el, e4, 2el, el +e4, 2el +e4, 2el + 
2e4, el +2e4}, s~8,2 := {0, el, e2, e4, el +e2, el +e4, e2+e4, el +e2-+-e4}, R8,3 := -/][9 \{el-t-e2q-e3-+-e4}, 
/~7 := /~8,1 \ {2el}, /~6,1 := {0, el,el + e4,2el + e4,2el + 2e4,3el + 2e4}, /~6,2 := /~7 \ {e4}, 
R6,3 := /~8,1 \ {e4, 2e4 + el }, -~6,4 := R8,2 \ {e4, e2 -t- e4}, and R6- i  is obtained from R6,1 by deleting 
the last i points. This gives the lower bounds (exact values of the euclidean case) summarized in the 
following table. 
I1 213 4151617211841981101ll 112 13 14 
Ueucl(n) 0 1 3 5 7 9 20 23 27 30 33 
5. Proof of Theorem 3 
The fundamental difference of the cases A([[.]]) < 2 and A([[.II ) = 2 with respect o the smallest 
distance is caused by the fact that for A(II.]I ) < 2 smallest distances do not intersect. For if ABCD 
is a convex quadrilateral with diagonals AC,  BD we have (as was already used in the proof of 
Theorem 2) min(llA - B[I , IlC - DII ) ~< max(llA - CII, LIB - DII), with equality only if  (1111) = 2 
and the quadrilateral ABCD is a circle with radius 1/2 in the norm. 
We first prove the claim in the case  (11"11) < 2. The proof is a direct generalization of Harborth's 
proof of the euclidean case [10] which is made possible by Lemma 6 below. The method was also 
used in his study of extremal polyominoes [9]. 
For each norm there is an affine image of the triangular lattice in which euclidean smallest distances 
are mapped on smallest distances of that norm. So each of the euclidean extremal sets, which are 
nearly hexagonal subsets of the triangular lattice, corresponds to a set with the same number of 
smallest distances with respect o the given norm. This proves the lower bound Sll.ll(n) >~ t~(n)  := 
L3n - v /12n-  3j. 
The upper bound Sll.ll(n) ~< t~(n) is proved by induction. It is certainly tree for n ~< 6. Consider 
now an extremal set of n points and the polygonal subdivision of the plane generated by its graph 
of smallest distances. Since Sll.ll(n ) ~> Qx(n) ) tA(n - 1) + 2 = Sll.ll(n - 1) + 2 the minimum 
degree in the graph of smallest distances is at least two. Furthermore, since Sll.ll(n ) ~> tA(n) > 
tA (n  -- m) + tzx(m + 1) = s[i.ii(n -- m) + S!l.ll(m + 1) for any m with n - m, m + 1 >~ 2, the graph 
of smallest distances i  2-vertex-connected. So the graph of smallest distances has a proper boundary 
polygon, whose number of vertices we denote by r = r(n),  ri of which are of degree i. 
Definition. By an angular measure we mean a measure # on the unit circle Co with center 0 which 
is extended in the usual translation-invariant way to measure angles elsewhere, and which has the 
following properties: 
(1) it is normed, i.e., #(Co) = 27r, 
(2) it is centrally symmetric, i.e., for X C Co we have #(X) = #( -X) ,  
(3) for each point p E Co we have #({p}) = 0. 
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The interior angle sum formula holds for any such angular measure. We now use Lemma 6. 
Lemma 6. For each norm I1"11 on R 2 with /k(ll.]] ) < 2 there is an angular measure such that each 
equilateral triangle is equiangular. 
It is easy to see that the condition ~(11"1]) < 2 is necessary. By the interior angle sum formula the 
sum of interior angles of the boundary polygon is (r - 2)7r. By the previous lemma any two smallest 
distances with a common endpoint enclose an angle of at least 7r/3, so the interior angle in a boundary 
point of degree i is at least (i - 1)rr/3, and we have 
71" Z 5(i- 1) i. 
i )2  
Removing all r = }--~i)2 ri points of the boundary polygon, we loose ~-~i)2( i -  1)r~ smallest distances 
and obtain a set of n - r points with at most Sll.ll(n - r) smallest distances. So we have 
s iH(n ) ~ sH( ,~- , ' )+  ~( i -  1)ri ~< s r i .H(n - r (n ) )+ 3r (n ) -6 .  
i )2  
Let f now denote the number of bounded faces of the polygonal subdivision of the plane defined 
by the graph of smallest distances. Each face is incident to at least 3 edges, each interior edge is 
incident to 2 faces. Counting face-edge incidences we obtain 3 f  ~< 2Sll.ll(n) - r. Together with the 
Euler polyhedron formula f = Sll.ii (n) - n + 1 we obtain 
, ' (n )  ~ 3n  - srl.lr (n )  - 3. 
The claim now follows from Lemma 7. 
Lemma 7. Let f ,  g : N ~-+ N be functions and a, b, c, no be positive numbers uch that 
f (n )  <~ f (n  - 9(n))  + ag(n) - 2b, c9(n) ~< an - f (n )  - b 
holds for  all n >~ no, where cno ~ 2b. 
Let furthermore f (n )  <~ an - v/4bcn - d holds for all n <~ no and some d with 0 <~ d <~ 4bc. 
Then f (n )  <, an - x/4bcn - d holds for all n. 
To prove the theorem in the case A([].]]) = 2 we may again use affine invariance to assume that 
II(zl, x2)ll = max(lxl l, [x2l). 
We first show that Sll.ll(n ) ~> t[](n) :-- ~4n - v /28n-  12J. To construct such a set we note that a 
subset of the square lattice Z 2 which is bounded by a regular octagon of side-length k (in the norm) 
contains 7k2+ 4k + 1 points which generate 28k2+ 2k = t[](7k2+ 4k + 1 ) smallest distances. To obtain 
the intermediate sets of 7k 2 + 4k + 1 + i ~< 7(k + 1) 2 + 4(k + 1) + 1 points with ts (7k 2 + 4k + 1 + i) 
smallest distances we add points along the boundary. Let the sides of the octagon be labeled by 
1 , . . . ,  8, beginning with the leftmost side and in clockwise direction. The i points are then added to 
the sides in the order 8, 1,2, 3,4, 2, 5, 6, 4, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, always filling up a side until no further point of 
degree four can be added, before starting a new side by adding a point af degree three (Fig. 5 shows 
the resulting sets for k ---- 2 and i = 1,6, 14 and 30). Since 
Fv/2817k  +4k  + 1+ = 14k +4 
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Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 6. 
fo r  
/a l//o+7/l L o/a+8/l 
and a ~< 14 (i.e., i <~ 14k + 11) these sets contain the claimed number of smallest distances. 
To prove the upper bound sll.ll(n ) ~ t[](n) we will first show that each extremal set S, which we 
take to be scaled such that the smallest distance is one, can be assumed to be a subset of the square 
lattice Z 2. 
We call an edge {(Xl, x2), (y~, Y2)} of the graph Go of smallest distances of S a regular edge if 
Ixl - YLI E {0, 1} and Ix2 - y21 E {0, 1}, a horizontal edge if IXl - -  f i l l  = 1 and 0 < Ix2 - Y2t < 1, 
and a vertical edge i f0  < [xl -y l l  < 1 and Ix2 -y2]  = 1. Each edge belongs to one of these 
types. Let Gl, G2 and G3 denote the graphs of regular, of regular and horizontal, and of regular 
and vertical edges, respectively (Fig. 6). In G1, G2 and G 3 the points of a connected component all 
belong to the same translate of Z 2, of Z x R and of R x Z, respectively. Suppose Gl is disconnected. 
Since S is extremal, the graph of smallest distances is connected. So there are two points of S that 
are joined either by a horizontal or by a vertical edge, in which case they are in different connected 
components of G3 or of G2, respectively. We may assume that G3 is disconnected. Then we can move 
all points of a connected component of G3 by some vertical translation (0, e) without changing the 
smallest distance graph, since all edges leaving that component are horizontal edges, which admit a 
vertical translation of one of their endpoints, until one of these edges becomes regular (Graph G4 in 
Fig. 6). 
So there is a set in which there are at least as many smallest distances as in S and in which the 
graph of regular edges G~ has fewer connected components. By repeated application we obtain a set 
in which GL has only one connected component, which is therefore a subset of some translate of Z 2. 
For each finite subset 5' C Z 2 each point that is vertex of the convex hull of S has degree at most four. 
So Sll.ll(n ) ~< Sll.ll(n- 1)+4. For n ~> 6 we have 4 >~ t~(n)-t~(n- 1) >~ 3. To prove sH.ii(n ) <~ t~(n) 
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_ ~IIDRI + R2 - P 
Fig. 7. Fig. 8. 
it is therefore sufficient to prove it for those ni with sin.if(hi+ !) ~< sll.ip(ni)+3, since for n i -k  > n i - I  
we have Sll.ij(n/- k) = sin.ln(ni) -4k  = t [ ] (n / ) -4k  <~ t[](ni-  k). We prove it by induction on the ni. 
We have s[i.ii (n) = t[](n) for n <~ 6. Let S C Z 2 be now an extremal set of ni points. If S contains a 
point of degree at most three then sll.l[(n/) ~< sll.ll(n / - 1)+3 = Sll.ll(n/_l)+3 = t[](ni_l)+3 ~< t[](r~/) 
by the inductive assumption. So we may assume that the minimum degree is four. By the definition 
of n/ no further point of degree at least four can be added to S. We will show that S is an octagon. 
For this we first look at a diagonal edge PQ with Q - P E {(1,1), (1,-1)}.  P and Q each have 
degree at least four, so there are at least two points of S that are neighbours of P or Q in one of the 
open halfplanes defined by PQ. If neither of the two points with distance 1to P and Q belonged to S, 
we could add one of them as a point of degree at least four; by the definition of ni this is impossible, 
so each diagonal edge belongs to a triangle. 
Then the boundary polygon has to be convex, since a nonconvex polygon contains a vertex of one 
of the types in Fig. 7, to each of which a point of degree four can be added. So the boundary polygon 
has to be an octagon. If there are m points inside the boundary polygon which do not belong to S, 
we can add all these points, and since afterwards each added point has degree ight, the number of 
smallest distances increases by more than 4m, which is impossible for an extremal set. So all points 
inside the octagon belong to S. 
Let a l , . . . ,  a8 be the sidelengths of that octagon (starting form the leftmost side), and let r := 
~j=l...8 aj denote its circumference. Then it contains 
1 1 1 
ni = ~(r - al - as + 2)(r - a3 - a7 + 2) - ~ ~"  a2i - ~ Z azi 
i=1. . .4  /=1. . .4  
points (count by taking the surrounding rectangle and clipping triangles off the vertices) and 
1 
s l l . l l (n i )=4n/ -~r -~ ~ a2 i -4  
/=1. . .4  
smallest distances. To show slr.ll(ni ) = t~(ni) we use 4ni >~ Sll.ll(ni) ~> t~(ni) and compare the 
squared boundary deficits 
1 ~-~ a2 i+4 - (V /28n i -12)  2 (4n / -  s,.,In//) 2 - (an / -  2 3 + 
(: )2 ) 
= r2+3r  Z a2/+12r+~ a2i +4 Z a2 i+16 
i=1. . .4  i - -  4 /=1. . .4 
- - (7 r  ~ a2i+ 14r+7(a!  +as) (a3+a7) -14  ~ a2i+ 16) 
" /=1. . .4  /=1. . .4  
/ 
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z= 1...4 i=  1., ,4 i=  I-..4 i=  1-..4 i=  1...4 
i=1-- .4 i=1.--4 
The last inequality holds since the quadratic terms together give a positive semidefinite quadratic 
form, and the linear terms are bounded from below by -16  since in an extremal octagon any two 
non-adjacent sides differ in length by at most 2. Since the term is a difference of integer squares, each 
of which is at least 13 2 (for n >~ 6), this is sufficient o show Sll.ll(n ) = t[]('n). D 
Proof  of Lemma 6. Let P,Q be two points with l iP  - Q[[ = 1 and suppose that there are points 
/~l,/~2 on the same side of PQ such that l i p  - /~11 = IIQ - R,zll = l, i.e., there are more than two 
ways to complete PQ to an equilateral triangle. By Lemma 2, applied to P, Q, I~l, I~2, (P + Q - I~l), 
(P  + Q - /~2)  (Fig. 8) we find that RI/~2 is parallel to PQ and all points of the segment Rl/~2 
have distance one to P and Q. A second application of Lemma 2 to /~l, R~, P,  Q, (Ri +/~2 - P),  
(/~l + R2 - Q) shows that the unit circle (around/~2) contains a line segment parallel to PQ of length 
II(Rl + P - /~2)  - QII > lip - QII = I. 
So if A([[.[[) ~< I then for each line segnient of length one and each halfplane determined by that 
line segment here is a unique point that extends the segment o an equilateral triangle. 
We first construct he measure in the case A(I[.]I ) ~< 1. Let 4:[0,  <xD[--+ Co be a parametrization of C0 
such that [or all t, s with t < s ~< t + 7r we have J<4(t)0qS(s)l = s - t  in the normal euclidean angular 
measure. Let h: [0, cx~[---> [0, oo[ be defned by [[4)(h(t)) - qS(t)l I = 1 and t < h(t) < t + 7r, i.e., the 
triangle AOqb(t)~(h(t)) is equilateral. Then h is a continuous, strictly monotonic increasing function, 
and since each equilateral triangle can be extended to an affine-regular hexagon, h(h(h(t))) = t + 7r 
(Fig. 9). 
Then we defne F : [0, oo[--+ IR to be any monotonic increasing solution of the Abel functional 
equation F(h(t)) = F(t)+:r/3. (F  may be defined by an arbitrary monotonic function with F(h(0) )  = 
F(0)  + 7c/3 on [0, h(0)], then it can be continued by the functional equation on [0, oc[.) We have 
F(t  + re) = F(h(h(h(t)))) = F(t) + 7c. 
Let now an angle <POQ be given. There are s , t  C [0, oo[, t < s < t + 2~r, with ~(t) = P, 
qS(s) = Q. We define our angular measure by ]<POQ]II.II := F(s) - F(t). This proves Lemma 6 in 
the case A(II.II ) ~< 1. 
Let now A(l].ll ) > 1. We call a line segment contained in the unit circle of a norm a long line 
segment if it is maximal and its length in that norm is greater than one. By the assumption there is at 
least one long segment. 
Lemma 8. There are at most two pairs" of long segments. 
We will construct for  (ll-II) < 2 a projection H that maps C0 on another centrally symmetric onvex 
curve C~ (unit circle of another norm H'll*) such that C~ contains a pair of long segments less and 
such that H maps equilateral triangles AOA/3 with respect o I111 (A, B, A - B ~ G0 on equilateral 
triangles AOH(A)I- I(B) with respect o II'll* (H(A), H(t3), (H(A) -H(B) )  C Cc~). Then we define 
our measure # for 11"11 by #(X)  := Iz*(H(X)) where X C Co and #* is the measure for I['ll*, By 
Lemma 8 this defines our measure for each Co with A([I.II ) < 2 in at most two steps. 
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~b(h(h(t))) ~ , O(h(t)) 
=O(t ) -¢ (h( t ) )~ ~ 
¢(h(h(h(t)))) 0 O(t) 
P p* Q Q* 
-p -p* -Q -Q* 
Fig. 9. Fig. 10. 
To construct H, let PQ c Co be a long segment, A := [ IQ-P]] > 1. The set Co\ (PQu( -P ) ( -Q) )  
consists of two connected components M and -M,  which we may assume to be labeled in such a 
way that M lies clockwise between Q and -P .  Let P* := Q + (P - Q)/A and Q* := P + (Q - P)/A 
(Fig. 10). We define 
P* if x E PP*, 
~,  if x E P'Q*, 
l l(x) := if x E Q'Q, 
x+(Q*-Q)  i f x  E M, 
-H( -x )  if x E ( -P ) ( -Q)  U ( -M) .  
Then PQ is mapped on the segment P'Q* which has length one in I[.ll* since Q* - P* -- (Q - 
P)/A + Q* - Q = H((Q - P)/A), so there is one less pair of long segments. 
It remains to show that equilateral triangles are mapped on equilateral triangles. Each equilateral 
triangle AORS can be extended to an affine-regular hexagon R S (S - R) ( -R )  ( -S )  (R - S) which 
forms together with the center 0 six equilateral triangles. By the central symmetry of H it is sufficient 
to show that one of these triangles is mapped on an equilateral triangle in C~. By the central symmetry 
of the hexagon there are three consecutive points R, S, (S - R) in PQ u M. If R and (S - /~)  were 
both in PQ then Ilsll = IIR + (s  - R)II = 2 would follow, so there is at least one point in M. 
Let A E M be a point of Co between Q and Q* - P = (Q - P)/A and let A =: c~Q +/3( -P ) .  
Since A lies in the area bounded by the lines Q(-P) ,  PQ, O(Q* - P), Q(Q* - P), (-P)(Q* - P) 
we obtain the inequalities ~ +/3 ~> 1, 9 + 1 > c~ > f3, c~ + (A - l)/3 ~> 1 and (A - 1)c~ +/3 ~< 1. 
The unit circle CA intersects Co in a point between P* and Q* since 
l I P ' -A l l=  ( l  ~ 1 - [3 ) ( -A )+( I+c~/3-~)~(P -Q)  >/ l+  A--~flfl- 1 c~-113 
~/3 - 1 ~ + (A  - 1 )9  - 1 
=2+ - - - 1 +  >~1 
~-/3  c~- /3  
and 
(1 1 (p  _ Q)  ~< l1 +/3  - c~[ + Io~A - 1 IIQ* - All = +/3  - o~)P + (o~A - 1)~- 
=/3 -1 -  (A - 1)c~ ~< I .  
Another point of intersection is between A and -P  since the line (A - Q) + t(Q - P)  (t E R) is 
tangential to CA and separates A and -P .  Since the unit circles around two points with distance less 
than two intersect either in two points or in two parallel line segments there are no further points of 
intersection of CA and Co. 
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So any two points x E M and y E -M have distance IIx - Yll > 1. Therefore the six points of 
the hexagon can not all be contained in M tO ( -M) ,  so there is an equilateral triangle OBA such that 
t3 ¢ PQ and A E M. Then by the previous argument either A = (Q-  P ) /A ,  in which case B ¢ Q'Q,  
B - A E PP* ,  H(A)  = (Q - P)/)~ + Q* - Q, H(B)  = Q* and I I (B )  - I I (A )  = Q - (Q - P ) /A  = 
P* = H(13 - A),  or A lies between Q and (Q - P ) /A ,  in which case B E P 'Q* ,  A - B E M,  
H(A)  = A + (Q* - Q), H(13) = B and I I (A )  - H(13) = A-  B + (Q* - Q) = H(A-  13). In each 
case the image triangle is equilateral as claimed. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 6. [] 
Proof  of Lemma 7. The proof is by induction on n. We have for n >~ no 
f (n )  ~< f (n - g(n)) + ag(n) - 2b <~ an - ag(n) - 14bc(n  - g(n))  - d + ag(n) - 2b 
by the inductive assumption. We now use the inequality on 9(n) in the form f (n )  - (a - c)n + b <~ 
c(n - 9(n)) ,  where the left side is positive for f (n )  >~ an - x/4bcn - d, and obtain, isolating the 
square root, 
v /4b( f (n )  - (a - c)n + b) - d <~ an - f (n )  - 2b. 
Both terms are positive; taking squares on both sides and reordering the terms we get the quadratic 
inequality 
( f (n ) )  2 --  2anf (n )  + a2n 2 -4ben  + d >1 O, 
which implies either f (n )  >~ an+ x /4bcn-d  or f (n )  <, an -  v /4bcn-d .  Since 0 < c9(n) <~ 
an - b - f (n )  we have f (n )  < an and the lemma follows. [] 
Proof  of Lemma 8. Suppose that there is a norm I1"11 such that its unit circle Co contains at least three 
pairs of long segments. Then there is a centrally symmetric hexagon H whose sides are translates 
of those three pairs of long segments and which is contained in the unit disk of I['11- Therefore in 
the norm defined by H each side of H has length greater than one. Let /9/ be the vertices of H in 
clockwise direction, P/+3 = -P~. Since 
I<P i - lP iP i+l l  = ~ I<Pi- ,P/Ol + ~ I<0P{P/+ll =4% 
/=1...6 /=1...6 i=1...6 
there is an i such that I<~Pi_leiPi+l[ • 7c -I<~OPi_lPi[ or I<Pi_ lP iP i+l l  > 7r --I<n~P/+~01. We 
may assume I<PLP2p~I >~ 7r - I<OPIP2[ .  Since [<PIP2(P2 - P1)I >~ r~ - I<0P IP21 and t92 - P1 lies 
outside H by the assumption (lIP2 - P~ IIH > 1 since PIP2 is a long segment), P2(P2 - PI) intersects 
P3(-P1).  Then P3 =: c~P2 +/3(P2 -/91) lies in the area bounded by P2(P2 - PI),  PIP2, 0(P2 - Pl) 
and ( -P~)(P2 - P~), giving rise to the inequalities c~ +/3 ~> 1, 0 ~< c~ ~< 1 and/3 ~< 1. Then 
lIP3 - PZHH = [[(a - 1 +/3)(P2 - P,) + (1 - a)( - -P ' ) I ]H <~ I ~ +/3 - -  1[ + I1 -- eel =/3  <<. 1, 
a contradiction, since PzP3 was assumed to be a long segment. [] 
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6. Final remarks 
We determined the exact maximum numbers of smallest and of largest distances among n points for 
each two-dimensional real normed space and the maximum number of unit distances for those normed 
spaces that are not strictly convex. We conjecture that for any strictly convex norm we have in fact 
Ull.ll(n) = O(n l+e) for all e > 0. Since the Erd6s lattice point construction for sets with many unit 
distances in the euclidean case does not generalize for other strictly convex norms, it seems possible 
that there are strictly convex norms with much smaller ull.ll (n), perhaps even Ull.[i (n) - O(n log n). 
Since the sets constructed by Schade [14] all consist of integral inear combinations of unit vectors, it 
may be useful to study this class of constructions. 
An interesting eneralization of the maximum number of smallest distances is the problem of 
packing flexible disks, i.e., given a set of n points in the plane with smallest distance one, how many 
distances between 1 and 1 + e are there? Perhaps there is a combinatorial generalization of our concept 
of angular measure. There is no corresponding problem for the maximum number of almost largest 
distances, since a set of n points with diameter one contains at most the Turan number ex(n,/(4) 
distances between l - c and 1. 
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